*These titles are due for release in the year stated, but may not appear in Australian cinemas until after this time. Some are in production, and no release date is yet available.

**Introductory & Intermediate texts**
The amazing adventures of Kavalier and Clay / Michael Chabon  F CHAB
Artemis Fowl / Eoin Colfer  F COLF
Matched / Ally Condie  F COND
Wicked / Nancy Holder  F HOLD
Naruto / Masashi Kishimoto  GN KISH
Let it snow / John Green, Maureen Johnson, Lauren Myracle  F LETI
A court of thorns and roses / Sarah Maas  F MAAS
The knife of never letting go / Patrick Ness  [movie title: Chaos walking]  F NESS
Stargirl / Jerry Spinelli  F SPIN

**Introductory & Intermediate texts**
Simon vs. the homo sapiens agenda / Becky Albertalli  [movie title: Love, Simon]  F ALBE
The darkest minds / Alexandra Bracken  F BRAC
Fahrenheit 451 / Ray Bradbury  F BRAD
Ready player one / Ernest Cline  F CLIN
Death Cure / James Dashner  F DASH
Ophelia / Lisa Klein  F KLEI
A wrinkle in time / Madeleine L'Enge  F LENG
Shatter me / Tahereh Mafi  F MAFI
All the bright places / Jennifer Niven  F NIVE
The hate U give / Angie Thomas  F THOM
The invisible man / H.G. Wells  F WELL

**Introductory & Intermediate texts**
Alice through the looking glass / Lewis Carroll  F CARR
The BFG / Roald Dahl  F DAHL
Fallen / Lauren Kate  F KATE
11.22.63 / Stephen King  F KING
A monster calls / Patrick Ness  F NESS
Miss Peregrine’s home for peculiar children / Ransom Riggs  F RIGG
Fantastic beasts and where you find them / Newt Scamander  F ROWL
The light between oceans / M.L. Stedman  F STED
The 5th wave / Rick Yancey  F YANC

**Challenging texts**
Pride and Prejudice and Zombies / Seth Grahame-Smith  F AUST
The girl with all the gifts / M.R. Carey  F CARE
The girl on the train / Paula Hawkins  F HAWK
Me before you / Jojo Moyes  F MOYE

**Biography**
A street cat named Bob / James Bowen  920 BOW
Hidden figures / Margot Lee Shetterly  920 LEE
Introductory & Intermediate texts
Me and Earl and the dying girl / Jesse Andrews  F ANDR
The Scorch Trials / James Dashner  F DASH
Still Alice / Lisa Genova  F GENO
Paper towns / John Green  F GREE
Insurgent / Veronica Roth  F ROTH
Frankenstein / Mary Shelley  F SHEL
The longest ride / Nicholas Sparks  F SPAR
The Martian / Andy Weir  F WEIR

Challenging texts
Where rainbows end / Cecilia Ahern  SF AHER
Room / Emma Donoghue  SF DONO
Far from the madding crowd / Thomas Hardy  SF HARD
The DUFF / Kody Keplinger  SF KEPL
Brooklyn / Colm Toibin  SF TOIB

Biography
Into thin air / Jon Krakauer [movie title: Everest]  920 KRAK

Non-fiction
In the heart of the sea / Nathan Philbrick  910.452 PHI
A walk in the woods / Bill Bryson  917.3 BRY

Introductory & Intermediate texts
Mockingjay / Suzanne Collins  F COLL
The maze runner / James Dashner  F DASH
The Spook's Apprentice / Joseph Delaney [movie title: Seventh Son]  F DELA
Madame Bovary / Gustave Flaubert  F FLAU
If I stay / Gayle Forman  F FORM
The fault in our stars / John Green  F GREE
A long way down / Nick Hornby  F HORN
The giver / Lois Lowry  F LOWR
Vampire Academy / Richelle Mead  F MEAD
Trash / Andy Mulligan  F MULL
Divergent / Veronica Roth  F ROTH
The best of me / Nicholas Sparks  F SPAR
The Hobbit / J.R.R. Tolkien  F TOLK

Challenging texts
Gone girl / Gillian Flynn  SF FLYN
The hundred-foot journey / Richard C. Morais  SF MORA
This is where I leave you / Jonathan Tropper  SF TROP

Biography
Tracks / Robyn Davidson  920 DAVI